TTN FLEET SOLUTIONS

WHY EVERY MAINTENANCE
MANAGER SHOULD HAVE A
RELATIONSHIP WITH US.

FLEET MAINTENANCE

IT’S IN OUR DNA.

We were you. We managed maintenance for some of the largest and most
successful fleets in the country. And we weren’t satisfied with the pace of
innovation. We know the challenges you face.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Challenges staffing qualified breakdown coordinators in tight labor market
Aging fleets & increasing regulation
Increased breakdowns with complicated, new equipment
Long driver hold times due to staffing challenges
Challenges with managing towing & large recoveries while maintaining cost controls
Increased department responsibilities with no additional resources to complete the daily mission
Management accountability for driver satisfaction on issues out of your control
Having equipment held for payment with team access to risky payment methods

We solve these challenges, every day.

Maintenance managers at most of the industry’s 100 largest “for hire”
and “private” transportation fleets supplement their staff or maintenance
processes with services from TTN. What we do for them, we can customize
for you. You’ll benefit from higher performance and better results.

EXPERT STAFFING SOLUTIONS

If you manage breakdown teams, then you know how difficult it can be
to manage nights, weekends, and periods of peak demand — people not
showing up, overtime being scrutinized, or having too many or too few staff to
match inbound call volume. Fortunately, we’re here 24/7/365.

With the flip of a switch, you can toss your phones to our
highly-trained staff of diesel mechanics and maintenance
industry professionals.
Our knowledgeable, capable technicians answer calls immediately,
act with a sense of urgency, and keep drivers engaged throughout
repair or recovery processes.
Our technology mimics your protocols, your decision processes,
and your OE specifications to maximize warranty claims. What
you ask us to do, we do in a manner consistent with your team.

HOW MUCH SERVICE DO YOU WANT?
We can supplement your staff on a moment-bymoment basis.
Need us to answer phones? Flip the switch.
Need us to enter calls into your system for your
team to handle dispatching your provider?
No problem.
Want your team to dispatch using a road call module
that makes you as efficient as TTN while integrating
into your current system? That’s fine, too.
Need us to handle the entire dispatch engagement
using our qualified and contracted network of
service providers and pay the bills directly and send
you a consolidated statement? We can and do for
hundreds of maintenance operations, every day.

Here’s the point...
You’re in the driver’s seat, and we’ll be here next
to you, ready to help at a moment’s notice with
services you define and control. We even offer a
software-only solution for managers who just want
a system for dispatching roadside assistance with
greater accountability.
Establish a relationship with TTN, and expect:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eliminate staffing problems
Eliminate issues with night or weekend coverage
Eliminate overtime discussions
Stop vendors from holding equipment hostage
Leverage the best of our buying power or yours
Improve reporting analytics to identify
breakdown and buying trends
Manage pricing by transaction to ensure fair
price for right service with quickest response

WE’RE NOT SERVICE PROFESSIONALS;
WE’RE FLEET PROFESSIONALS…
Our founders have managed fleets, and our business was built for fleet managers, from the ground up.
We’ve built the industry’s most reliable network of vendors providing mobile maintenance, roadside
assistance, and other emergency and recovery services, and we’ve created technology and processes that
inject accountability into what they do, like never before.
The results? Lower prices. Faster turn times. Higher performance. If you think 45-minute ETAs and twohour roll times are a myth, think again.

WE OFFER…
CALL CENTER SUPPORT
We relieve pressure on our customers’ call centers by filling specific service needs, or we offer
comprehensive call center services.
EMERGENCY ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE
We expertly manage breakdown events to ensure drivers are well-served, the right providers are assigned,
services are performed as requested, and no more time, labor or materials are used than necessary. We also
ensure accuracy by auditing every invoice we manage. We free clients to focus on what they do best.
TOWING & ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT
When an accident occurs, one call to us connects you and your team with the right service professionals to
get your driver back on the road.
SCHEDULED & PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE
We help fleets maximize uptime by keeping equipment in like-new condition. We monitor warranty data,
hours of usage and equipment condition to help customers achieve the lowest possible maintenance costs
while remaining in compliance with government regulations.

THERE’S NO BETTER PARTNER FOR MAINTENANCE
MANAGERS
TTN exists to eliminate the problems, challenges, and complexities facing maintenance professionals in the
transportation industry.
To arrange an introduction — or for immediate access to our services and support — call 1.888.986.9638.

